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BaseHead

The base is mild steel 100m square, with the central tube 
welded to the base. Punched holes are incorporated to 
facilitate mechanical fixings if required. Earthing clips may 
also be supplied. Strengthening ribs are pressed in for added 
stability. 

Mild Steel Disc 90mm in diameter by 3mm thick welded onto 
a mild steel tube reduced at one end to take the mating thread 
of the steel tube connected to the base. The locking nut allows 
fine adjustment of the head to the correct finished floor height 
and can then be fixed with adhesive (if required). A variety 
of different pedestal caps are available to suit perimeter, 
stringers etc.

#

Tested in accordance with PSA MOB PF2 PS/SPU for raised access floors
H and X Range Support Pedestal

Sourced within the UK, allowing us to 
offer total  flexibility whilst maintaining 
the highest  possible quality standard 
and ensuring fast  reaction and a reliable 
service. Steel pedestals are electro plated 
and coated with an environmentally friendly 
clear passivation.
 
Fully compliant and tested with the  
Permaflor panel to PSA MOB PF2 PS/SPU.

PSA 
Support Pedestals

Medium, Heavy and  
Extra Heavy Grade 1
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TOTAL SYSTEM
WARRANTY

25
YEAR

# Warranty only valid when a full Bathgate Access Floor system including panels and understructure is installed.
* Pedestals required outside of this height range are also available.

1.   Anti-vibration cap
2.  3mm thick steel head
3.  Threaded hollow steel tube
4.  3mm thick locking nut
5.  Steel 100mm square base 2.5mm thick
6.  Pre-formed holes for optional mechanical fixing to slab
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PEDESTAL GRADE HEAD SIZE TUBE SIZE BASE SIZE VOID RANGE

PSA H Range 90mm diameter 3mm thick 25mm OD 100 x 100mm 26 - 675mm*

PSA X Range 90mm diameter 3mm thick 32mm OD 100 x 100mm 75 - 1525mm*


